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Six Others Injured

Explosion Kills UMR Student
SOURCE:OPI
One student was killed and six
others were injured Tuesday
evening when a cannon exploded on the Kappa Alpha
Fraternity lawn at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Randall L. Crustals, suffering
from severe head injuries, was
taken to the Phelps County
Hospital then transferred to St.
John 's Hospital in St. Louis. He
was pronounced dead at St.
John's at 11:25 p.m. He was a
20-year-{)ld senior majoring in
mining engineering, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crustals
of 10642 Hallwood, Florissant.
The other injured students
were Susan E. Diehl, 18, of
Branson; Gerlad M. Tarr, 19, of
Raytown; Mark A. Winnett, 20,
of Ellisville; Karen L. Burnham, 20, of Joplin; Kenneth L.
t<1iller, 19, of Chesterfield; and
Michael S. Ferguson, 20, of
Blackjack. Ms. Diehl, Tarr and
Ferguson were listed in

satisfactory condition at the
hospital this morning (Sept. 21) .
Miller was listed in satisfactory
condition at the UMR infirmary
this morning.
Ms. Diehl underwent-surgery
Tuesday night for a broken
right
ankle
and
back
lacerations. Tarr underwent
surgery on his right leg. Miller
and Ferguson were treated for
groin . injuries. Winnett was
treated at the UMR infirmary
for a bruised foot and released
and Ms. Burnham was treated
at the infirmary for a small
stomach cut and released.
The accident occurred at 8: 30
p.m. Tuesday at the Kappa
Alpha Fraternity on Nagogami
Road, just northwest of the
main campus. The 77 member
fraternity had just completed
pledging ceremonies for 10 new
members of the Daughters of
Lee, the fraternities' Little
Sisters organization. (Little
Sisters are affiliated groups of

young women which most
campus fraternities have to
assist with social functions such
as parties, homecoming events,
etc. )
The pledging ceremony was
conducted at the
First
Methodist Church in Rolla. The
members and pledges had just
returned to the fraternity house
for a small celebration when the
accident occurred.
The cannon is traditionally
fired at the pledging of this
class. It is also fired at
numerous other occasions and
was fired recently without incident. Tuesday the first
loading misfired. The cannon
was then recharged and fired
when it exploded.
The cannon stands on the
lawn of the fraternity. It is a
simulated civil war cannon
which was cast in a foundry by
one of the members' father
about 12 years ago. It stands
about four foot high and has a

three foot barrel.
When the cannon was fired
the barrel split and metal
fragments scattered over a
large area. Crustals was about
50 feet from the cannon at the
time of the accident while other
students, who were standing
much closer to the cannon, were
unharmed.
Ms. Diehl is a freshman
majoring
in
chemical
engineermg, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Diehl of
Star Route, Branson. Tarr is a
sophomore
majoring
in
metallurgical engineering, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence M.
Tarr of 10621 E . 65th, Raytown.
Winnett is a junior majoring in
mechanical engineering, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. David M.
Winnett of Ellisville. Burnham
is a junior majoring in computer science, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arlan C. Burnham
of 3401 Moffet, Joplin. Miller is
sophomore majoring in ceramic

RANDALL CRUSTALS

engineering, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Miller of 4
Youngstown Ct., Chesterfield.
Ferguson is a junior majoring
in electrical engineering, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Ferguson of 5276 Cheltenham
Road, Blackjack.

PogueSpeaksAtParent'sDay
By RENNY EISELE
On Saturday ~ September 17,
the visiting parents to UMR
were welcomed to the campus
by Interim Chancellor James C.
Pogue. The address was ltiven
in Centennial Hall in the new
student union. In the hall,
representatives of the major
departments of the university
were stationed to answer the
questions of the parents.
Interim Chancellor Pogue
introduced the various deans of
the school that were present. He
also said that this was the
largest group of parents in the
last four years to attend
Parents' Day. The faculty
representing the departments

were mentioned before the close
of the short welcome address.
There were 1174 preregistered persons for Parents'
Day. Tours of the campus w.ere
given by the students for the
parents. The members of the
Student
Union
Board
Hospitality Committee served
as assistants at Parents' Day
registration and reception and
the Intercollegiate Knights and
Alpha Chi Sigma provided the
tours.
'
On the mezzanine of the
library, an arts· and crafts
display was held by the KUMR
Gallery. The display was open
to the public from 10: 15 a.m. to 5
p.m. the day of Parents' Day.

Several different mediums
were exhibited at the show. The
paintings were either in oil or
watercolor and there was a
display of pottery and many
.:'~~'.
other crafts such as stone car..l
ving.
The artists and craftsmen
were mostly people of the local
area around Rolla, if not they
were from the midwest area.
Many of these people were at
the exhibi t to discuss their work
.:::;j:".
......"
~ ~
and answer any questions. The
exhibit was well received which Nearly ·1400 parents, guests, and relatives registered and
was evident by the amount of participated in some portion of the Parent's Day program.
people who went to view it. As a part of this program, parents were permitted to use the
Many of the visiting parents observatory. With the use of a little special equipment, the
went and saw the display, as parent shown above was a~le to view the sun.
( photo by H. Burford)
well as students.

;t~~~f:.,f'l~ .

\

Search Committee
Positions Announced

These excellent pieces of pottery are just one of the many
exhibits that were displayed in the library on Parent's Day.
The craft show was sponsored by KUMR radio.
( photo by Burford)

By ED LATIMER
During his visit to the UMR
campus, Dr. James C. Olson,
president of the University of
Missouri school system, announced plans for reconstituting the chancellor's search
committee.
The previous committee did
not produce a chancellor
selection, and so Dr. Olson took
this new action to find one. Dr.
Jim C. Pogue has been acting as
interim chancellor since Jan. 1,
following the resignation of
Chancellor Bisplinghoff.
Although the committee has

not yet been fully formed, it will
consist baSically of twelve
members. Of this twelve, six
will be elected as representatives of the faculty. Of these
six two will come from the
School of Engineering, two from
the School of Mines and
Metallurgy, and two from the
College of Arts and Sciences.
Each school and college is
responsible for the election.
. Of the remaining six. two will
be campus administrative
representatives (recommended
by the Chancellor's CounCil),

two
students
(one
undergraudate and one graduate),
one member of the MSM-UMR
Alumni Association (selected
by the association), and one
member of the central administration (selected by
President Olson).
Dr. Olson also requested that
the
committee
include
representa tion by women and
minorities.
Dr. Pogue expects to give the
list of members to President
Olson late this week or early
next week.

~
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Noti c es to appear in the BUllb oa rd secfion should be typed and depos ited in the north d oor of the M i ner off ic e by 9

SUB COFFE EHOUSE
Friday, Seplember 23, a18:00 p.m. Ihe Sludenl Union
Boar d will presenllhe folk songs of Arne Brav In lhe Old
Sludenl Union Snack Bar. Everyone Is Invlled to listen
t o t he pleas u rable sounds until 10 : 00 p'.m.
THETA TAU OMEGA
T he ta T au O m eg a , Pr ofess 'i anal

.
Engineering

Frate rnity, is now accepting ap plications for mem·
be r ship. Applications ar e a va ila ble at the c andy counter
in Ihe Studenl U nion a nd should be r elurned t o the

candy counter or to a Theta Tau member by Friday,
Seplember 23.
ROLLAMO
The 1917 Rollamo Y earbook will be dlslrlbuled begin.
ning Monday, Sept. 19, and lasllng unt il Friday Sept. 23.
Bring you r valid UMR 1.0 . 10' Ihe RDllama Dfflce ( G·1
RDlla Building) between Ihe hDurs Df 9:30 a. m . and 4:30
p. m. 10' pick up your yearboDk .
ANNUAL CHARITY SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
Kappa Alpha will again sponSDr a SIDW· pltch sDftball
tournament Dn Seplember, 23· 25 al Ber Juan Park.
Entry fee will be $30 per team. All proceeds will go to
Muscular Dystrophy.
Any Interesled party may cDnlacl either Mark
Winnett Dr BDb Boon al 364·4841.
AIChE
The nexl meellng Df AI ChE will occur al 7 :00
on Sept~mber 28, 1917 in Room G·' Df the Old Chem istry
building. Mr. Dale Faerber, a UMR alumnus frDm the
Baytown, Refinery, Exxon CDmpany, will be Ihe guesl'

speaker. HIS dlscerfation will cover refinery operations.
Memberships will aga i n be offered aller Ihe meet ing.
SDda and donuts will be served after the meeti ng.
AIChE OUTING CHANGED
T he AI ChE semester Dutlng, previDusly scheduled fDr
Seplember 24, has been changed to' Salurday, OctDber 1.

The outing will be at L"ions Club Park, Pavillion No.2,
and will slart at aboul 11 a. m .·noon. All students and

faculty are urged to (ome fo r this free picnic.
TOEFL
InlernatiDnal students and their advisers may be
i nleresled to' know that TOEFL (Tesl' of English as a
Foreign Language) will be offered on campus Monday,
NDV. 7. TO' take it, a student must register In the Dfflce Df

Barbara Epstein, 229 Humanitles.Social Sciences, no
laler Ihan Friday, Sept. 30. The fee Is 512 per studenl
and must be paid at the time' Df reglstratlDn. Students
will be nDtified of lime and 'IDcatlon of the test.
GDI MEETING
There will be a GO I meeting this Thursday at 7 :00
p. m. in the Civil Engineering AudltDrlum, room 114.
Memberships will be available, and refreshments will
be served after the meeting. All Independents are en·
couraged to attend.
' AIAA
The UMR Student Branch of the American Institute of
AerDnautlcs a nd AstrDnautics will have Its next meeting
October 5, In G·5 H·SS at 7 D'clock. Mr. Joseph SeidelDf
McDonnell DDuglas will speak Dn the history and future
of the US space program . Refreshments will be served
after the meeting In the AE·ME I.b. All are Invited to'
attend.
SUB MOVIE ON SUNDAY
On Sunday, September 25th, the student union board
will show the film classic, "Lawrence of Arabia," The

movie, starring Peter O'Toole and Omar Sharif, will be
shDwn at 4: 00 and 6: 30 p. m. In Centennial Hall. Ad·
miss'ion is FREE with a valid UMR 10.

SMOKER
Proctor and Ga mble Paper Products (f orme rl y
Charmin) presents an informal smoker on Monda y,
Seplember 261h, 1971 al 4: 30 p.m. in Ihe St. Pal 's
Ba llroom . Th is sm oker is opened to all U.M.R . students.

Those inte rested in the ma nagementfield are especia lly
urged t o attend .
JOINT OUTIN G
T he A .C.M. , K .M .E. , and U.P. E . Fall Dutlng will be al
Lane Spring Salurday Seplember 24 from 1 :00 Iii 4: 00
p.m . Sign up al Programme OislrlbullDn by Friday.
,
AEG
There will be a general membership meeting of
Associa t ion of Engineering Geologi sts on Thursday
September 22 at 7 :00 p: m': in Mining 107. There will be a
speaker and r efreshments served afterwards. All
G.E ,'s are encouraged to attend.
KME ACTIVE REQUIREMENTS
All KME activies are required to attend one help
session this semester, and three help sessions are
required of pledges. Aclives and pledges alike shou ld
CDnlact Cliff Klein aI364-9947 to' sign up fDr help sesslDns
if Ihey have not yel dDne SO'.
IK
There will be a meeling of the Intercollegiale Knights
Dn Thursday, September 22, 1977 In RDom 119 M . E . al
6: 30 p.m.
A.S.M.E.
The UMR chapler Df the American Society Df
Mechanical Engineers will be hosti ng Mr. John Harder
of Black & Vealch al ils meeling Wednesday, Seplember
28, The topic of discuss ion will be "Solar Energy". The
meeting will be in the M.E . auditorium at 7: 00 p.m .
Everybody is welcome to attend . Memberships will be
take n and refreshments will be served .
N.S.P.E.
Or. James E. Halligan, Dean of Ihe SChDDI Df
Engineer ing, w ill be t he featured speaker at the first
meeting of the National Society of Professional
Engineers. Dean Halligan will speak on the "Value' of
an Engineering Education" and will answer questions
Dn iusl aboul anylhing that mighl be CDncerned with
N .S.P. E. The f i rsl meeting will be on Tuesday, Sep.
lember 27 al 7 :00 p. m. in Ihe M . E . Auditorium. We
encourage all engineering students to loin.

SOURCE: OP[
A limited number of tickets is
. available for the Kansas City
Lyric Theater production of
Mozart's opera, "Marriage 'of
Figaro ," to be presented
Sunday, Nov . 6, at the Rolla
High School Gymnasium, 8 p.m.
The performance, sponsored
by the music section of the
University of Missouri-Rolla's
College of Arts and Sciences,
will be in English with full orchestra.

Orders for tickets' may be
mailed to Berna Harvey,
Student Union Program Office,
University of Missouri·Rolla,
Rolla, Mo. 65401 (be sure to
include self·addressed stamped
envelope) . To purchase tickets
in person, come by the program
office, 218 University Center
West (hours 8 a.m. to noon and
2·5 p.m.) . All checks should be

made out to University of
Missouri.·Rolia.

lENO'S MOTEL
STEAK HOUSE

HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK
Phone: 364-1301
Martin Spring Dr.

Box 70

Rolla, Mo.

BUSCH ON TAP

ASSOCIATION OF ENGINEERING GEOLOGISTS
The nexl AEG meeting will be held tonight, Thur.
sday, Seplember22, al7:00 p. m. in Mining 107. Dr. T.R .
Beveridge will speak on IITheoretical and Applied
RhabdDncy." Memberships are still being accepted.

Hours: 5-1:30 Mon.-Sat.
Open Fri. Afternoon 1:30

STUCO FUND APPROPRIATION
Every year student cDuncil is charged with the task Df
approprialing studenl funds 10 varlDus campus
organizations. The purpose of these funds is to:
1) Help new organizations get started.
2) Lend help to organizations which have declined,
and
3) Assist organizations which are inherently unable to
support themselves.
AnY- DrganizatiDn requesti ng funds ShDUld pick up the
proper fDrm allhe student council office. These forms
ShDUld be cDmpleted and returned with all prO' per In.
formation before October 7.

worker. A special r ate is offered This year's program will in·
for students.
clude David Bar·man (pianist),
C.C. Ryder (troubodour), the
Singers
,of
The local association is af· Seovernian
filiated with Columbia Artists Yugoslavia , and the New York
Management of New York City. Pro Arte Orchestra. Admission
Through this affiliation the local is by membership only . Further
group is able to bring first·rate information may be obtained
performers to the community a t from Carolyn Krebs , 222
a reasonable cost to the public. Physics (3'114347).

A

Mozart's Opera to be
Held

TAU BETA PI SMOKER
Tau Beta Pi will hold a smoker for prospective
members on Tuesdav, September 27, at 7:00 p.m. In St.
Pat's Ballroom. Refreshments will be served.

Concert Assoc. Campaign
SOURCE:OPI
The Rolla Community Concert
Association will be conducting
its annual membership cam·
paign next week, Sept. 21K)ct. 1.
Memberships for the upcoming
season of four concerts may be
purchased at that time at
Scott's Book Store or from any
Community Concert Campaign

:.~O p.m . Mo nday. T h is w ill assure publ icati on in the next edi ti on

Shaft
1107 Pine

364-4334

Mi11lII'S come in

and check Out
the new fBll
fashionsBf

Curts.
Jantzen Sportswear
and sweaters.
Arrow dress shirts
3 piece vested su its
starting ot $100.00
Quads $ 145.00

$200 Per Person

Curt's gives you more
of what you',. looking fori

FOUR SHOWS!
1. "My Name Is Nobody"
2. "11Iey Call Me TrInIty"
3. " TriDIty Is SdII My NllIIIe"
... "AU 11Ie Way Boys"
CLOSED WEEKDAYS!

~

Beautiful ,X

Curt's Toggery
SIJ(J PIne

Downtown Rolla

I,

P~ge
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A Pat On
The Back••••
The MISSOURI MINER encourages all campus
organizations to submit typewritten articles concerning
honors received, projects completed. or general recognition
due for publication In this column. Articles submitted under
auspices of the MISSOURI MINER.

Sig-Eps Named

Outstanding Chapter
While attending their national
conclave during Aug. 19-21 at
Hot Springs, Arkansas, the
Missouri-Gamma Chapter of
Sigma Phi Epsilon was
awarded the "Buchanan Outstanding Chapter Award" for
their outstanding achievements
in all areas of operation.
The Rolla Sig-Epa were one of

nineteen chapters to receive the
award out of over 200 chapters
throughout the nation.
The
requirements
for
eligibility of the award is outstanding recognition in the
areas of rush, finances,
campus involvement, alumni
relations, community service,
scholarship, and athletics.

Just as in high school days gone by, UMR students flock to get their yearbooks_ The
Rollamo has once again come out as a publication future alumni will be proud to keep. Is
autographing still big?
(photo by Burford)

Noon-hour
Presentation
By ROBERT BURCHETT
If your classes are starting to
get rough, and you'd like to add
some variety to thOle long hOlD"s
over the books, you might check
out the noon-hOlD" lecture series
sponsored
by
UMR's
humanities, life sciences, and
geology-geophysics departments.

The lectures are held in room
G-4 of the library on Wednesday
and ThlD"sdays of each week,
starting at 12 and lasting about
one hour. They are presented on
taped
color
television
programs,
followed
by
discussion led by Dr. Nord Gale,
Dr. Gerald Rupert, and Dr. W.
Nicholas Knight.
The Wednesday lecture series
is entitled "Life and Man," and

Hollamos Now Available

is divided into three sections human biology, ecology, and
By ROBIN BECHTOLD
microbes and man.
On Thursdays the general
It's that time of year again for
topiC is "Man and His Earth." UMR students to enjoy looking
.This includes such diverse topics back on memories, for the
as the earth '5 origin, evolution, Rollamo
is
now
being
the ecology of various habitats, distributed. The yearbook can
and the "Music of the American be picked up all this week from
Highlands. "
9:30 a.m . to 4:30 p_m ., in the
If it is possible to judge from Rollamo office, Room G-1 of the
one example, the quality of the Rolla building. A valid UMR ID
lectures is excellent. 10 " The must be presented.
Restless Earth," presented on
September 15, a large amount of
information was integrated into
an interesting and informative
program.
The program covered the
processes which are still
shaping the crust of the earth,
the methods by which these
processes are examined, and
the people who study them .

CMinerNews

lecture schedule

)

Industry Day Coming -Up

Oct. -5, "Pasteur-Anthrax;" " Lure of the Dolphins ."
Oct. 12, "Pasteur and Rabies
Thursday noons Vaccine;" Oct. 19, "Life of Oct. 6, "Adaptations to Oceanic
Semmelweis" - Pasteur's Environment;" Oct. 13, "San
contemporary; Oct. 26, "A Francisco Bay Ecology ;" Oct.
Community Called Earth;" 20, "The Everglades" (Part I);
Nov. 2, "1oside the Shark;" Oct. '1:7, The Everglades" (Part
Nov. 9, "Wonderful Kangaroo" II ); Nov. 3, "What is
- narrated by Peter Ustlnov; Ecology?"; Nov. 10, "The
Nov. 16, "Eagle Come Home;" Renewable Tree;" Nov. 17,
Nov . 30, "Death Trap," - study "The Deciduous Forest;' ~ Dec.
of carniverous plants narrated 1, "The New Found Land," Dec.
by Vincent Price; Dec. 7, "San .8, "Music of the American
Francisco Bay Ecology," study Highlands," and Dec. 15,
of two estuaries, and Dec. 14, "Limit to Growth."

By MARILYN KOLBET
Approximately 60 Missouri
industries will display projects
and literature in the Missouri
Industry
Day
program
Tuesday, September '1:7.
Companies will set up their
displays in individual booths in
the Multi-Purpose Building. It
will be open to the public from
10 a.m . to 5 p.m.
Some of the larger partiCipating companies are
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation , Caterpillar , the Bell
System , Monsanto, Union
Carbide , Union Electric,
Farmland Industries , Black
and Veach , US Geological
Survey , and Olin Corporation.
Missouri 10dustry Day is
organized by the Placement
Office , Chancellor's office ,
Development Office, and other
departments.
Larry Nuss of the Placement
Office explained ,
"Most
companies use their booths as
pictorial backgrounds of

Missouri Miner StaN
The MISSOURI MINER is the ofllclal publication 01 the stuclents of
the University 01 Missouri .t Rolla. It Is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. This MISSOURI MINER leatures activities 01 the students
and laculty 01 UMR .
Paol D . Andrew (364-9885)
JohnMartlne (364-9792)
John Stoddard (364-9945)

.
Each undergraduate student the spring.
The Rollamo is looking for
automatically pays a seven
dollar fee for the yearbook, staff recruits for this year. Next
which is included in his fall 'year's editor is Russ Brazeal. If
semester bill. UMR graduate interested, now is a good time to
students must make special become involved; those interested in editorship must have
arrangements to pay for theirs. a year of Rollamo experience
A mailing list is composed of behind them. Congratulations to
1976 graduates who desire a Glenn Johney, 1977 Editor of the
Rollamo. Those on CO-OP this Rollamo, and his staff for a
semester may pay for theirs in great job!

Editor

Business Manager

Advertising Director
Katherine Kunkel (364-4910)
News Editor
Brian Kavanaugh (364-9885)
Feature Editor
Dave Thorn (364 -9969)
Sports Editor
Ed Burford (364-9769)
Photo Editor
Managing Editor
Jim Allen (364-8666)
Dr. Curt Adams
Faculty Advisor
RON Advisor
Lana Leitner-Jones
Miner Office Phone : 341-4235.

Staff : T. Ziegler, G . Maurer, D. Emily, K. Downer, L. Ponte" H.
Burford. C. Staley, l. Jost, E. Latimer,

Articles and photos lor publication in the MINER must boln by 9 p.m.
on the Monday belore printing on Thursday.

~ompany
activities
and
literature. "
Proctor and Gamble , he
added, usually shows a sample
of the many products they
manufacture.
Perhaps the main purpose of
the companies' displays is to
show the employment opportunities
they
offer .
Representatives will be on hand
at the displays to answer
questions.

UMR being a state university,
there is an interest in promoting
state commerce. That is why
the displays are limited to those
companies that operate in
Missouri.
"Ten years ago we had our
first Missouri 10dustry Day,"
states Nuss. " The idea was to
point out to UMR students some
of the job opportunities that
they can find in Missouri."
Many of the participating
companies will be giving away
door prizes during the day .
Participation in the past has

run between 1500-2000 students
and teachers. Nuss expects the
crowd to be about the same size
this year.
" We also send out notices to
area high schools concerning
Missouri 10dustry Day ," Nuss
commented.
Companies . generally feel
Missouri Industry Day is a
success. Between 65 and 70 per
cent have been participating in
Missouri 10dustry Day for at
least 5 years. About 20 per cent
have been coming since it
began.
All participating companies
are given a questionnaire
asking how they rated the
success of the day , the participation , and their general
feelings.
According to Nuss, so far
most of the questionnaire
returns have been good. The
success of Missouri 10dustry
Dat is also indicated by the
large number of returning
companies.

UMR First Party Weekend
Starts Tomorrow ...
So Start Celebrating Today!

Subscriptions are available to the general r.IClenhip It a r.te of $3.00
per semester.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401
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To Give Blood Or Not To Give Blood
By ED LATIMER
Well, here you are again
ready to give blood to the blood
drive. It's a good thing to I{ive
blood to a needy cause, for sure,
and freshmen should be urged
to give, but what can you expect? Let me give you a typical
case of Joe Miner giving blood
for the drive, to prepare you in
case you give blood.
Joe Miner, typical UMR
freshman, walks up the Old
Student Union and enters. He
sees a vast sea of people waiting
in line. Two typewriters are
slowly pecking away 'at the
front of the Jjne. Joe asks,

Bicentennial
Lectures

"Excuse me, but I have a 1:00
appointment, and its 1:00 now.
Could I be taken next in line?"
Twenty-two heads turn around
simultaneously and snarl at
Joe . One of them blurts back, " I
had an 11: 15 appointment, so
cool it!
A while later, Joe finally
reaches the front of the line and
gets his basic info sheet typed
up. He then expects someone to
run and jab a giant pint-sized
syringe into ·him , draw blood,
and he can get up and leave.
Right?
Wrong .
Instead, he waits in another

line. After awhile, he gets to the sclerosis, coronary lailure,
front of this line. A mean asthma, emphazema, cholera,
looking Nurse (Miss Cratchetl jock itch, or hangnails?"
snarls, "Gimmeyour card." Joe (elapsed time: 4 seconds).
meekly obliges. "Have a seat,"
Joe Miner, however, is not
she mumbles. And before Joe caught off guard and replies,
has time to sit down, NUrse "No, no, once, no, no, yes, no,
Cratchet (ex-auctionier) rattles yes, no, no, I wish I did, several,
out, "Have you ever had polio, no, no , no , twelve, haven 't reach
influenza, common cold, puberty, no, no, no, no, yes, no,
ruebella, cancer, mumps, no,no,no,no,no,no,no,no,
measles, chicken pox, tuber- once, and two ."
culosis, gonorrhea, syphilis,
tummy aches, goiter, kidney
"Have you taken any
stones, hemophilia, warts, medication recently?"
ache, rashes, leprosy, leukemia,
"Yes, two weeks ago I took
sickle-<:ell anemia, smallpox, ' one aspirin."
diptheria, yellow fever, lock
"How?"
jaw .
shingles,
multiple
"In my mouth, how else?"

Here is a super deal!

SOURCE:OPI
A series of noon lectures,
initiated during the bicentennial
year , is continuing this fall at
the University of MissouriRolla. Entitled "Missouri Arts
and the Community," the series
features free lectures by UMR
faculty and guest experts once
each week from Sept. 27
through Dec. 6.
The schedule is as follows:
Sept. 27, Color video-tape
"Music of the American
Highlands," discussion leader,
Dr. Nicholas Knight; Oct. 4, Dr.
Douglas
Wixson,
HEads
Bridge; "
Oct.
11,
Bill
McFarland, watercolor
demonstration; Oct. 18, Dr.
Tom Beveridge, "Ozark Landscapes;" Oct. 25, Dr. Michael
Patrick, "Traditional Country
Music Parties;" Nov . 2,
(changed to Wednesday) Joel
Kramme,
"Magnificat,"
background on local production ; Nov . 8, (tentative date)
Jack
Conroy ,
general
discussion of his books and
background; Nov. 15, Dr. David
Summers, sculpture 'using
water-jet cutting machine;
Nov. 22, AI Steinbach, "German
Heritage in Missouri," Nov. 29,
guest lecturer from U.S.
Forestry Service, Dec . 6, guest
lecturer from UMR's River
Institute, "Mississippi River
Flood Control. "
Most of the lectures will be at
noon on Tuesdays. They will be
pr esented in UMR's Civil
Engineering Auditorium.

"Any other medications?"
"Yes, I snort cocaine."
"Is that all?" .
"Why? Can you think of
anyting else to snort?"
"Don't get smart; just take
this over to that table."
Joe is now wondering whether
they are trying to sweat the
blood out of him, but goes over
to the table anyway. Soon,
however , he is laid out on a
table and the blood taken from
his arm. Joe Miner rises from
the table long enough to snarf
down some free cookies and
coke, and departs ' back onto the.
campus as good as new.

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581
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PROCTOR AND GAMBLE
PAPER PRODUCTS
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(formerly Charmin)
informal smoker in the St. Pat's Ballroom on
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Monday, September 26, 1977, at 4:30 p.m.
Recent UM R grads working for P & G at the Cape Girardeau, Mo. Plant
will discuss career opportunities in Manufacturing ·Management.
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Proctor and Gamble will also be in attendance at Missouri Industry Day
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You And Your Job IQ
SOURCE: OPI
What's your job IQ?
Hp.re's a quick quiz to check it
out.
1. This year's college graduates
found the most job offers in
what field?
(a ) Engineering
(b) Science
(c) Business
(d) None of the above.
2. What field showed the
greatest increase in job offers?
(a) Engineering
(b) Science
(c) Business
(d) None of the above.
3. Highest salaries were paid to
graduates in:
(a) Engineering
(b) Science
(c) Business
(d ) None of the above.
Now score yourself. Here are
the answers :
1. (a) Engineering accounted
for 55 per cent of all job offers to
students graduating with
bachelor's degrees.
2. (a) Engineering graduates
received 53 per cent more offers
this year than last. (Science
was next with 37 per cent more
offers) .
3. (a ) Engineering graduates
received average starting
salaries of $1,283 per month.
(Petroleum engineering was
the runaway leader in the
salary field , with graduates
receiving an average of $1,512
per
month .
Chemical
engineering was next at $1,389,
metallurgical and ceramic
engineers were third at $1,315.
Science fields were next, with
computer science leading that
field with average starting
salaries averaging $1,127,)
These figures are from data
on the national scepe from the
College Placement Council
which conducts an annual
salary surver. of 160 colleges
and universities. According to
that survey, 1976-77 is the best
year of the Seventies for job
offers to new college graduates,
and most recruiting by employers was in technical fields ,
particuiary at the bachelor's
level.
All this is hardly news at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
where more than 79 per cent of
last year 's graduates were in
engineering and more than 14
per cent in science. "The employer demand for this year's
crop of UMR graduates is the
strongest since 1969," says L.R.
Nuss, director of career
development and placement.
"The job .market in technical
fields has been relatively good
even during the recession, but
this year ' showed the most inc'r ease in recruiting on the UMR
campus."
What was true for the country
as a whole was even better at
UMR. Rolla graduates received
more offers at higher average
starting salaries than was
reported in the national survey,
Nuss says.
In general , UMR's salary
offers followed the same pattern as national, with petroleum
engineers highest paid at $1,519
per month. Chemical engineers
were next at $1,410. However,
and
geological
mining
engineering at UMR (not listed
separately nationally ) were
ahead
of
metallurgical
engineering with $1,405, $1,378
and $1,367 average starting
salaries respectively . Other

engineering disciplines
averaged between $1,143 and
$1,367 . Science graduates
received average starting
salaries of between $1,142 and
$1,200.
"Those fields currently offerin g t he highest starting
salaries are those with
relatively few graduates and a
high demand. However, the
demand
in
ele ctrical,
mechanical
and
civil
engineering, the fields in which
a majority of our students
major, remains consistent and
equally strong," Nuss says. The
demand for women and
minority
engineers
and
scientists remains high, Nuss
reports, the salaries offered
women equal or exceed those
for men.
The placement director expects the current strong demand
for UMR engineers and science
graduates to continue well into

the foreseeable future. "As a
technological institution, UMR
is totally involved in the
national energy crisis. This one
field alone will generate future
career opportunities for a vast
majority of our graduates," he
says.
Here's one more question on
your career quiz :
4. What special talents are
needed in engineering?
(a) Interest and aptitude in
math and science
(b) Manual dexterity
(c) Facility with languages
(d) None of the above.
If you picked (a), you're right
again . And high school students
with 4 (a) - interest and aptitude in math and science,
1 (,a),
should consider
engineering and look forward to
a career with (2) continuing
increase in jobs and (3) highest
salaries.

/
When will they ever learn?

(Miner staff photo)
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Features
Spotlight
8y JOHANNA YUHAS

In just a fraction of a second,
the lives of people on this planet
experienced a permanent
change.

In i942, the world's first
. nuclear reactor went critical,
ushering in a new age of unprecedented possibilities to
improve the quality of life.
Since that day in 1942, nuclear
technology has leaped forward
in prominence and in accomplishments. Coupled with
this increase in technology is an
increase in the need for trained
people to discover new ways to
harness this power.
UMR recognized this need in
1958 with the creation of the
nuclear engineering department in the School of Mines and
Metallurgy. Since 1961, Dr. D.
Ray Edwards has headed this
department, graduating over
two hundred UMR students.
For Dr. Edwards. Rolla and
the UMR campus are a familiar
sight. After Dr. Edwards
received his B.S. Degree in
chemical engineering from
UMR, he became intrigued
the relatively n~w field of
nuclear engineering. "When I
was an undergraduate, it was
an area of interest to me. It
appeared to me as one of the
exciting new fields. Then, I was
fortunate enough to get an
Atomic Energy Fellowship to
study it."
So, Dr. Edwards spent the
next four years at MIT pursuing
a master's degee and a doctorate in n.uclear engineering .
Then, upon an invitation to
return to UMR under the title of
"Director of the Nuclear
Reactor ," he ended his four
years absence from Rolla. "The
only reason that I came back
here after four years as a student
at Rolla was that I was one of
the few students who enjoyed
Rolla when I was here," he
interjected.
Since that time, Dr . Edwards
has seen the department grow
to its present enrollment of
approximately eighty undergraduate students and fifteen graduate students. This
may seem small in comparison
to other UMR departments ; but
Dr. Edwards counters, "We're
a small department, but for our
discipline we are fairly large."
States a UMR color brochure,
"a nuclear engineer
is one
who utilizes the energy sources
within the nucleus of the atom
- namely fission, fusion, and
radioacti ve decay."
But Dr. Edwards is quick to
insert, "That's a nice and neat
definition, but when you get to
a practicing engineer, things
change. A nuclear engineer has
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.... on Dr. Edwards
to have a very wide
background. He has to understand elements of nuclear
physics, heat transfer. material
design and fluid flow and then
put all these together."
"We use a lot of other
department courses. Students
compete across campus for
their grades. We have one of the
highest grade-point averages in
the School of Mines and
Metallurgy. "
Disappointed in popular
opinion about the nuclear
engineering and the nuclear
field in general, Dr. Edwards
commented, "There is a lot of
pUblicity. People who are hiring
engineers are people who
commissioned the design of a
nuclear reactor ten to twelve
years.. ago. "
"Jobs are pretty well
everywhere. Many of the
utilities companies have very
large nuclear engineering
programs. So, job opportunities
are geographically spread out,
even more so than ten or fifteen
years ago.
But work in a recruiting
program with the UMR chapter
of the American Society of
Nuclear Engineers has led Dr.
Edwards to observe, "High
school students are very aware
of what's going on. Most of them
can see through public announcments and are quite interested in learning the rest of
the story."
Student input is an important
part of the nucl~ar engineering
department." Every four or
five years we send out a
questionnaire to all of our
graduates asking what were the
strong points, what were the
weak points, and what
suggestions they have for improvements. Interaction with
the public is OI\e of the more
visible fields of nuclear
engineering.
Definitely in direct contact
with the public is one quite
prominent man with a nuclear
energy background. Observes
Dr. Edwards, "President
Jimmy Carter, a product of a
naval nuclear program, has a
. rather interesting approach to
nuclear engineering and nuclear
power. He is saying to build
more of the types of reactor that
we already have and wait on
research and development. I
hope he's right because we can't
wait much longer to develop
new nuclear power systems."
"Contrary to popular belief, it
is not easy to make a nuclear
reactor . It is extremely difficult
to get it designed, approved by
the government, and proved
workable."

"I feel that the current type of
reactors will be the major type
for the next thirty to fifty years
then there will be a slow
emergence of the breeder type
of reactor . Ultimately. the
power of fusion ener~r will be in
commercfal use. With this
fusion power, we have almost
an endless supply of energy.
Indirectly coming from fusion
of deuterium, commonly known
as heavy water, the reserves
are literally unimaginable.
.In reference to possible
nuclear dangers, Dr. Edwards
explained, "The overall nuclear
hazards are much less for a
nuclear power plant than for a
coal-fired power plant of the
same size. There is a certain
risk involved, but nuclear
plants from the engineering
standpoint are overdesigned."
For environmental readers, it
I
seems that the environment
does not suffer as much damage
with use of nuclear power. Dr . Edwards of the Nuclear Engineering department, ilt
According to Dr. Edwards, his desk.
"when you start looking for a
(photo by H. Burford)
place to build a power plant, the
one thing that you don't have to
worry about is meeting air
quality standards."
In addition, Dr. Edwards sees
nuclear power as an eventual
savings to the average
American . "It costs ten to
twenty per cent more to build a
nuclear power plant than a coal
plant, but after it is built, the
~
fuel cost is approximately one_half that of a coal plant. It costs
more to build a nuclear plant but
less to operate it,"
Groundwaves in a jiffy, squared. I just finished the other
But Dr. Edwards stresses, "I column and I'm about to be dragged away from the typewriter, so
don't think that there is anyone here goes.
.
energy source that is the anThis is a shortie to illustrate what we are really doing about
swer. We are going to have to Flipped and Alfredo for the next week:
require several energy sources
Alfredo for next Wednesday, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m. will feature
to survive . I don't consider coal Chick Corea in his post-Miles Davis period. Selections from his
as a competitor. Most likely, Return to Forever collaborations, and solo albums both will be
companies find it to their ad- presented.
vantage to have both. The
Flipped for Sept. 22, Thursday is the new Rush LP, "A Farewell
energy problem is such that we to Kings."
need both. They complement
For Sept. 27, Flipped presents a brand new copy of Pink
each other."
Floyd's, "Dark Side of the Moon."
About the upcoming UMR
On Thursday, Sept. 29,Steve Winwood's new release on Island,
energy
conference,
Dr. "Steve Winwood" will grace your speakers and your ears.
Edwards advises, "The student
The Sound Trap has-agreed to grant us these fine albums that
should take every opportunity we don't already have, in order that you may enjoy more of the
to attend the session. There are fine music that you already have come to expect from KMNR.
several very well known This practice will continue in the future , so look for more goodies
speakers coming in, so it is a from the Sound Trap on Flipped and Alfredo, .both.
good chance for students to get
By for now, I'll have a longer effort next week, when I have
some of the very latest in- more than five minutes to write it,
Love those toonz.
formation ."
For the interested reader, the
energy conference includes at Ward Silver, Disc Junkie
least one or two sessions
devoted to nuclear energy.
Nuclear energy promises to
playa big role in the future. In
the words of Dr. D. Ray
713 Pine Street
. Rolla, Mo. 65401
Edwards, "some form of
nuclear energy is going to be
Phone 364·2323
with us virtually forever."

. ~~~~
Groundwaves '>~t·

Russell's Town &College
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STATEMENTOF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
represent the opinions or policies of the Missouri
Miner. The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the
general public. All letters submitted will, as in the
past, printed in the unaltered and original form when
space in this newspaper permit<;.
S.C. already buys itself a
Basketball
recognition dinner, plaques,
and shingles for the officers and
Babysitters
reps, respectively, a salary to
the S.C. President of apDear Edi tor:
proximately $600 and jackets
Well, well. Basketball am- for the reps, which cost apbassadors! What '11 they think of proximately $15 for a total
next? I suppose we'll have expenditure on jackets alone of
football am bassadors and over $500. Several reps
swimming ambassadors and defended the expenditre by
even baseball and wrestling saying 1) S.C. works hard, 2)
ambassadors. Shoot, before you S.C. need the publicity, 3) it is a
know it we'll be in the Big 8! token expenditure, and 4) they
That is, if any females will used to buy $50 jackets. Steve's
degrade themselves enough to discussion was cut short by a
fill the bill. Talk about sexist! representative who called the
and It's misleading , too. The question. Thus the S.C . efpoor high school bozos will think fectively used Roberts Rule of
they'll get themselves a woman Order to stop the opposing view.
right away, guaranteed, when So now I shall bring to the
they come to school down here, students what the Student
when everyone knows there Council refused to hear.
I would like to remark on the
aren't enough women to go
defenses of the Student Council.
around as it is.
Well, girls, don't trip over On Defense 1) "S.C. works
each other signing up. Per- hard ... ", so do other campus
student
volunteer
sonally, I think I'd get bored wide
babysitting old men and little organizations that use student
fees but these groups do not feel
boys.
Hey, Coach Dinsdale, why the need to use our fees for
don't you just go over around clothing. Defense 2) "S.C. needs
Fort Wood and pick up 12 shady the publicity ... ", don't you
ladies? You'd get the same believe it would be better for an
results, and maybe they'll even organization's actions be their
pUblicity. Should you still
give you a group rate.
demand jackets? If you still
want jackets, why not let the
Sincerely,
reps. buy their own jackets and
have S.C. buy the patches for
Phyllis T. Lanza
the jackets (this would bring
All questions regarding this
about a savings of apmatter should be directed, If proximately $13 per jacket or a
they have not done 80, to Coach total savings of about $460. )
Dinsdale at the Multi-Purpose Defense 3) "a token exBuilding.
penditure .. :", when the hell did
$500 become a "token." Den- Editor fense 4) "we used to buy $50
(cont. on p. 8)
;

Well, F,O&D has survived to
be seen for the second week, if
only to succumb to the
sophomore jinx. I'm about to
succumb to exhaustion of the
gray matter, so I'm in top form
for writing.
What is a review? Well,
Webster's says that it's to
examine critically, and that a
reviewer is one who does so. I
think it's an excuse to be nasty,
judging from modern journals
of this and that. Not that I'm
any better, mind you. I do think
that it's important to have some
outlet for the way events around
you affect your cognitive
processes, whether it be railing
and bitching or exaltation.
For starters, I'd like to take a
whack at the most useless
activity of the week, namely
naming buildings . As the Miner
printed last week, the wise and
noble of UMR have decided to
name the CE Building after
some of the past illustriosities of
that marvelous department
which inhabits the tunnels and
burrows of the aforementioned
construction. I don't know one
single person who is going to
change his or her habit of
referring to the CE building as
the CE building. Wasteful and
ludicrous. I believe, although
the possibility exists of error,
that there are better things to
spend money on than naming
buildings everyone is already
familiar (too) with. Ptui, I spit.
Kudos department: Well, I
suppose I can devote double
space to positive endeavors this
week and review both a record
and a movie, both.
For starters, I went to see
"Wizards" at the Ritz last
Friday night, and came away
with an overall plus impression.

Although the behavior of the
crowd was abysmal, as is most
behavior by Miner crowds, the
film was good enough to make
me rise above the baser activities of the near vicinty. A
note to those who engaged in
manners more suitable of nearcretins; you are not the only
ones in the theater, and have no
reason to assume that the other
folks who. wish to view the
presented selection do not mind
the brutish, and sometimes
moronic actions you indulged
in. Contrary to popular opinion,
civilization does exist in Rolla,
and there are those who choose
to appreciate it. Man, I thought
this was going to be a nice
review ...
Anyway, "Wizards" was
extremely well animated, and
provided the attentive watcher
with a continuous display of
colorful
pyro-technics
unavailable in all but the best.
Visions and powerful imagery
provided an ongoing assault on
the senses sufficient for the
least imaginative. The plot left
something to be desired, being
simply a story line of the bestselling fantasy novel, "The
Hobbit," set to a WWII moral ,
but the quality of the film,
overall, more than offset the
annoyance of intermittent
preaching. Go see it, next
chance you get.
Next review. I said I'd review
an album, and so I am. I was
most impressed with the new

Jean-Luc Ponty LP Enigmatic
Voyage, just recently released
on Atlantic. It features, other
than Jean-Luc, Allan Zavod, exkeyboard man for Maynard
Ferguson. I saw Allan in concert with Maynard about three
years ago, and he easily outstripped most of the band
members with his contemporary-style improvisations
reminiscent of Chick Corea.
Allan complements the style of
Jean-Luc very well, blending, in
fact, to the point where the two
became hard to tell apart in
their solos. Perhaps a bit less
electronic processing of the
violin, and leaving the twiddling
to the synthesizer would present
the counterpoint between
accoustic and electric more
effectively, and even leave
more room for the call-andresponse presented in the
album.
The overall theme of the
album is that of fusion between
classical, jazz rhythms and
rock energy. Most impressive.
The band is tight, the energy is
there, and the growth of JeanLuc is right in line, musically,
with his ongoing line of past
efforts. What more can I say? I
liked it.
Well, I've got to run, once
again. Hope you enjoy the
Starcastle concert this Saturday, and party it up for the first
party weekend of the year. I'll
do my part, be sure. At any
rate , enjoy.

StuCo Ripoff?
Dear Sirs,
I am writing in regard to a
problem that I think has gone on

for too long. That problem is the
Student Council, or more
specifically their spending of
money on themselves. For the
three years I have been a
student at U .M.R. this
organization has appropriated
itself money without much
discretion. The area I'm going
to write of, is one that the
students themselves can help
correct.
For several years now the
Student Council has bought
themselves jackets with the
money the council receives
from OUR fees. This year they
are planning to do the same,
despite the efforts of Steve
Vrazalich, a representative who
tried to stop this gross expenditure.
On September 13, 1977 the
Student Council met for their biweekly meeting. At the
meeting, Steve introduced a
motion to "not spend Student
Council money for these
jackets", then S.C. President
Mike Johnson called for a
second. The motion would have
died right there if Sam Enns
hadn't seconded just before the
motion was about to be thrown
out. Then Steve went into the
reasons why he thought the
motion was necessary. He.
brought out the fact that the

MINERSI Come in and check out the
new fall fashions at Curt's

I

We are well stocked with the latest
fashions... Levi's shirts and jBIJIJS,
. Liberty jllBns (FREE Libetty T-Shirt
with purchase of any pair ofjllBns in

Greyllound Bus De;EN 7 DAYS! Package

stock)

stor·11

~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:

The IsI't/BSt selection of genuine
down filled jackets and vests, and
fiber filled ski jackets ever. Made by
Pacific Trail SportswIIBr prices. Start

atU2.00.
Right now we also have our entire
stock of short slBBve knit shirts 112
price... this includes rugby shirts, goH
shirts and tennis shirts. Also OVfN
300 pair of SllJJmfN casusl and dl'BSS
slacks 1/2 price.

RESEARCH
Assistance

ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of 7.000 topiCS.
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to insure
exce llence·.
Send $1.00 (ai r ma il
postage) for the current edition of our
mail order catalog .

Curt's gives you more
of what you're looking fori

r--------------
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Curt's Toggery
900 Pine

Downtown Rolls

..........................

We also prOvide original
research -- all fields.
Thesia and dissertation
assistance also available.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 25916-E,
Los Angeles. Calif. 90025
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Local Notes

Classified Ads

By LINDA PONZER

Missing - Kathy's "Virtue" Sign. Phone information to 3649947. Few questions asked. Ask for the Watasbi Bros.

The following notes where all
taken from past issues of the
Rolla Daily News on the dates
mentioned . This column is
intended to keep the UMR
student up to date on what's
going on in the area .

Wanted: One young lady to help young man celebrate his 21st
birthday. Dinner and entertainment will be gladly provided. U
interested please call 341-4990 and ask for Room 307.

Arne Brav, noted guitarist and singer will appear this FI:iday ~
the st. Pat's Ballroom at 8 p.m. In his own words, he describes hiS
J:)erformance as:
"Sometimes serious,
Sometimes hilarious,
Sometimes In poor taste."
This coffee house is sponsored by SUB and free with valid UMR

ID.

Aug. 28
Local Mark Twain Forest
Fighters called into help fight
forest fire in the Bug Sur area.
Sept. 7
Premier Automotives located
at 18th St. and Frisco to close
Rolla branch and liquidate all
merchandise at cost sometime
in October.
Sept. 9
Former City Records ClerkNikki Mowry , who was fired
after being charged with insubordination lost her bid to
appeal that conviction.
Sept. 11
Local Professor Bob Oakes to
star in his son-Jordan's play .
"The Chicken Soup Spy" - a
comedy was premiered in Rolla
at the Lion's Den for $7, which
included a prime rib dinner.
Sept. 13
Missouri's Junior Miss Sara
Viesman, a Rolla girl, helped
save the lives of two crippled
girls during recent flooding in
Kansas City.
Police officer-Wayne Rapier
who was dismissed from the
Rolla police force was given a
lighter punishment. He instead
has been handed a 3<kiay
suspension by the Rolla Police
Merit Board.

Kiss a Toad
if that doesn't work•.•
To arouse curiosity, try an
By KAREN DOWNER
anonymous letter, outlining a
On a full moon , underneath rendezvous .. Be vagu e and
the tenth rock from the Com- romantically descripti ve.
puter Science building, you will " Dinner by candlelight" sounds
find a small, shrivelled toad. more appealing than a booth at
Kiss it 3 times and your true Pizza Hut. Also the element of
love will appear. Now you have surprise can be on your side.
a date for this weekend. If this
If no one surfaces by dark ,
method is unsuccessful , one you'll have to check out the
should resort to more con- Thursday night life. When you
ventional methods. But you'd go
to
a
dis<:o , wear
better hurry, the partying starts phosphorescent clothes so
in 24 hours.
everyone will notice you. Guys
Your first tool is the can usually be found around the
telephone .
Peruse
the foosball table; girls on the
bathroom walls for likely outskirts of the dance floor ,
numbers, You could even hire Calm youself with a few drinks ,
someone to inscribe your then set out on your quest. The
number over the sink. If you're Thursday night atmosphere is
easily .tongue-tied, you should perfect for meeting people and
compose a script before you you'll not be sorry you ventured
diaL
out.
You could try Mizzou, Cape,
But don't despair if you are
or SMS Import Service, if you dateless for party weekend. You
need professional help. UMR is can count on many others being
one of the best clients for party in the same boat. And who
weekend dates - male or female. knows? Maybe by the end of the
Your only obligation is a room weekend, you will have
at Howard Johnsons '.
discovered that "toad" to kiss.

G & 0 STEAKHOUSE
GOz.EYE STEAK
RIB
Baked Potato or Fries, Toast

192
.

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla, Mo.
Open 1.1 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily 7 Days A Week

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th St.

Rolla. Mo. 65401

DISCO

Thursday Nite is Student Nite
9:30 to 1:30

THE GAS HOUSE
1435 Hauck Drive

~
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People have always been one of John Deere ·s greatest
assets. Engineers. accou ntants. marketing specialists,
scientists ... whatever their specialty, each has helped this
$3-billion-a-year company become one of the world ·s leading
manufacturers of equ ipment for farmers. foresters, contractors. and consumers.
And we continue to attract capable individuals ... qualified
new talent that has a brig ht fu ture . Those who apply ability,
intelligence, and imagination are encouraged with challenging new assignments. Their growth adds to John Deere's
strength and success in the marketplace. Are you our kind
of professional?

Fraternity, Group & House Jerseys.
Large Select~on To Choose From.
Athletic Supplies.
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Rolla. Mo.

Your personal growth
at John Deere
is our strength
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Hungry Lions Devour Miners, 43-9
By BILL FRANK
The Miners suffered an
embarassing 43-9 defeat at the
hands of the Lions of Missouri
Southern College Saturday.
Once again it was the third
quarter that spelled doom for
the Miner's hopes as Southern
scored twenty-two unanswered
points to put the game out of
reach. Terry Ryan had another
100-yard game, though , and
Andy Cox caught eleven passes
for 199 yards to keep him at the
top of all receivers in the conference. Kenny Vaughn also
had a respectable game completing 19 of 38 attempts for 288
yards in a losing effort.
The game began on a sour
note as Ryan fumbled after only
a minute and a half into the
game and the Lions recovered
on the Miner 24 yard line. It only
took a minute and a half and
seven plays for Southern to
capitalize as senior quaterback
Rusty Shelley pushed it over
from the one. The PAT was
good and the Lions jumped in
front , seven to nothing .
After an exchange of punts,
the Miners mounted a drive and
evened the contest at the 4: 47
mark on a 24 yard pass to Andy
Cox. Tom Rosenauer converted
the extra point to make it sevenall.
On their next possession, Don
Renner , senior defensive back
from MehlvilJe, Mo., picked off
a Shelley pass and returned it to
the Miner 34 yard line. Two
plays later, Vaughn was under
pressure in the pocket, fumbled
after losing ten yards and the
Lions recovered. It only took
three plays this time to score,
and at the 1: 09 mark Shelley hit
Fetherson for twenty-seven
yards and the TD .
In the second quarter the two
teams traded punts again, but
the Miners got a big break at the
7: 08 mark as the center hiked
the ball over the Missouri
Southern's punter's head and he
kicked it out the back of his own
end zone in an incredibly silly
play . That gave the Miners two
points for the safety and the
Lions had to punt from their
own ten yard line.
UMR took over at the
Southern 48 yard line, and
Vaughn immediately hit Dave
Hall for 22 yards. The Miners
could go no farther , though, and

Rosenauer missed a 38 yard
field goal attempt.
Vaughn was intercepted once
more towards the end of the
half, but Southern could not
threaten. At the half it was
Missouri Southern 14, Miners 9,
and it seemed as if UMR was in
the game. Andy Cox already
had 155 yards in seven receptions, but the running game for
Rolla was going nowhere as
they netted a negative eight
yards in the first half, principally due to the yardage lost
on quarterback sacks. The
Miners drew zero penalties in
the half, but Southern drew
three for 45 yards.
It didn 't take long for the
Miners to blow the game in the
third quarter. After taking the
kickoff back to the Southern 25
yard line, Vaughn was sacked
again and fumbled. Two plays
later Barnes ran for fifty-four
yards to set up a TD. Barnes
scored two touchdowns on his
own in the third quarter as
Southern chalked up 22 points to
take an overwhelming lead, 369. The Lions also picked up a
safety as Fuqua fumbled at the
8:53 mark.
The fourth quarter was
uneventful as the Miners
threatened once, but the drive
stalled on the Southern 16. The
Lions did increase their lead as
Barnes caught a 21 yard pass
for a TD.
Hopefully, the Miners will be
able to shake off this
humiliation and get ready for
Kansas State at Pittsburgh,
Kansas this Saturday in Pittsburgh at 8:00 p.m. The Miners
have a career record of' 8-2G-3 in
contests with Pittsburgh.
Ron Randleman, starting his
second season at the helm of the
Kansas State-Pittsburgh
Gorilla squad, is quick to point
out that his team lacks experience. "We are going to have
to improve every wll1!k; which
we have the potential to do, "
Randleman says.
Offensively the Gorillas look
to be improved with more experience at quarterback and a
much improved offensive line.
Both Mark Hittner and Bob
Plagge saw extensive action
last season and will be handling
the quarterback duties again
this season. Transfers Steve
Blue and Brian Byers help
shore up the offensive line.

Andy Cox is all alone as he pulls in one of his eleven receptions Saturday.
(photo by H. Burford)
He caught 11 passes for 199 yaras

The Gorillas were the top
defensive team in the Central
State Inter-collegiate Conference last season but must fill
several holes vacated by
graduation. Defensive tackles,
Tim
James
and
Brian
McDougal return from last year
to strengthen Pitt State up the
middle.
The Mienrs start Conference
action on October 8 against
Lincoln College in Jefferson
City, MO.

Christopher Jewelers
) 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264

...

HILLCREST DRUG
364-3258
Hwy. 63 and Hwy. 72

TOP RUSHERS: Barnes
(Southern) 116 and Ryan
<UMR) 103.
TOP RECEIVERS : Cox
<UMR) 199 and Richman
(Southern) 60.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
513 Hwy. 63 S.
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252

Southern VMR
First Downs
20
22
Rushing yards (net) 199
17
PaSSing yards (net) 167
289
Total offense
366
306
Interceptions
2
1
Punts
4-179 3-118
5~
2-14
Penalties
Fumbles lost
0
4
SCORE BY PERIODS :
14 0 22 7-43
Southern
UMR
7 2 0 0- 9

bCOOL WEATHER CLOTHES

ARE HERE NOW
Sweaters
Pants
Shirts

$6&up $10-$16
~

•

$4-$9
Men's Sweaters $9-$1250

~
~~~.J:_
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Freshman Sets Record

See How They Run
To date the Uni versity of Mo- the other teams men or man
Rolla Cross Country team has back one more place , which of
par ticipated in four dual meets course adds to their score. The
and one quadrangle meet. For idea of a pusher isn't very
those of you who don't know a critical in a small dual meet but
. Cross Countr y meet is a one it can mean the difference
race event. The one race being 5 between first and second in a
miles long . Scoring is based bigger meet.
upon the places taken by each
So fa r in dual meets the
individual runner with the Miners are 2-2. In their first
team 's score being the sum of meet of the year the Miners
the places of each teams first were shutout by St. Louis
five runners, so naturally low University 15-46. A shutout is
score wins for example if Team where one team takes the first
A's runners finish 1,2,7,8, and 10 five places . However, the
they have a team score of 28 ; Miners bounced back to squeeze
and if Team B's runners finish by the School of the Ozarks 28..:11
3,4,5,6, and 9 they will have a and to trounce Lincoln
team score of 27. So Team B is University 21..:18. In their last
the winner. This may seem meet the Miners ran into a
pretty simple but there is one tough Central Mo. team and 10st
more problem and they are 17-46. In this meet freshman
pushers. A pushet is someone Brent Haefner, the Miners top
who finishes lower than fifth for runner thus far , set a new
his team but ahead of another school freshman record with a
teams fifth man. He thus pushes time of 26:26.

/

In their first big meet of the
year the Miners finished second
out of four teams. St. Louis
University finished first, UMR
second, School of the Ozarks
third and Lincoln University
lost. The Miner runners participating in the race were
Brent Haefner, with a time of
26 : 32, loth, Mike Ackerson, last
years
Intramu r al
Cross
Country winner, 11th, Brian
Bowen 12th, Dave Sorrel 13th,
freshman Glen Heeter 18th, Bob
Bellora 21, Craig Bowen 23,
Dave McClintock 25, and Larry
Fowler 29. Marty Hoffman a
transier from Northwest Mo.
State was injured and didn't
participate in the meet.
Coach Dewey Allgood says that
this years' team is the best
ever time wise. So come out and
support the running Miners.
Their next home meet is Oct. 29
against Southwest.

See how they run. UMR cross-country runners in this picture inc/ucle (I to r) Brian Bowen,
Mike Ackersor, Dave Sorrei, and Crai~ Bowen.
(photo by H. Burford)

Polo Team Splashes to Victory
The Miner's Water Polo team
dominated their first home
meet, decisively winning the
two games they played. The
Miners demolished Washington
University 16-6 in their morning
game, as the combination of
team play and swimming
ability overwhelmed the strongarmed Bears.
.
SEMO met
Rolla in the final game of the
day and stayed close to the
Miners in the first half, trailing
3-1. The Miners pounded the

SEMO goalie in the third
quarter and went on to win 1~ .
The chances of the MiSSissippi
Valley Conference title coming
to Rolla look excellent since the
visiting teams were conference
foes and the Miners disposed of
them so handily. This weekend

UMR travels to SIU-Carbondale
to compete in a tournament
with Iowa , Kentucky and
Loyolla, some of the most
powerful teams in the Midwest,
as well as SIU-C, Principai and
other Mississippi Conference
opponents.

ROLLA'S BIGGEST
Sporting Goods Store
For All Your Sports Needs

UMR Coeds
UMR Coeds are being invited to apply for the twelve
positions open for UMR
Basketball
Ambassadors.
Applications can be picked
up from Coach Dinsdale in
the Athletic Department,
341-4175.
If you want to put some
excitement in your lives,
gals, then don't milS this
chance
to
be
an
Amba...dor.
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-Tennis
-Racquetball
-Exercise
Equipment

-Golf
-Basketball

-Archery
-Handball
-Swimwear
-Football
-And More

Kenmark Sporting Goods
3S4-3SD3
SOD Pine Street
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Girls VolleyballExcitement ,Action
By MAUREEN MURPHY

This weeks home game is on
Wednesday, September 21. We
Well our first home volleyball play Meremac Community
game is past history. Even College (known to some as
though there were a lot of empty M.LT.) .1t will be played at 7:00
bleachers on our side, there p.m. in the gymnasium,
were even less people on the
Any students from St. Louis,
other side cheering for the out- or there abouts, should be
of-town team, Mineral Area anxious to see how your homeJunior College .
city team compares to Coach
In fact, it was really an ex- Caruso's team .
citing first game. Although we
We would be more than happy
lost in four games our team put to see you there. We don 't even
up a good fight. We won the first care whose side you sit on (just
game 17 to 15, lost the second so long as you're cheering for
game 0-15, narrowing the point the UMR co-eds ,)
margin we lost the third game
It's that time and intramurals
by only 6 points with a score of are starting . We urge each and
9-15. The final game was a close every girl to participate in one
12-15 giving the yictory to or more of the sports. There is
Mineral Area Junior College. quite a variety of sports to
We play this same team again choose from .
at an away game on the 19th of
Even if you did not parSeptember in Flat · River , Mo. ticipate in any sports in high
We hope to turn the tables and school you still have a chance to
bring home a victory.
prove that you don 't have two
Ourthreeawaygamesshowan left feet (or left hands ). Not
improvement
on
UMR 's everyone can be a star and the
volleyball game record. We lost majority of girls are playing
our bout -in Branson. Against just to have fun .
School of the Ozarks , in four
games. But, in a tri-meet in
If you choose not to play,
Bolivar, Mo. , we defeated both certainly there is a girlfriend
of the two other teams.
who would appreciate your
The first team we played was cheers and yells at their teams
Southwest Baptist College. We games. After all most of us will
won the first game, lost the never - be on television, but
second, and won the third giving everyone likes to see their efforts appreciated.
us the vic tory.
Tennis will be played out on our
The second team we played
was Evangel, from Springfield, newly refinished UMR courts.
Mo. We won the first two games Bring your favorite beverage if
making it unnecessary to play you like or throw a "before the
tennis rna tch" party. The first
the third.
Coach Caruso was very proud matches will be played
of her team as they came out as Tuesday, September 27.
Womens intramurals are fun
strong winners in both games.
Ladies from
This week we again have two to watch!
away games and only one home everywhere are participating.
game. Monday, September 19, Dormies, little .sisters, sorority
we play Mineral Area Junior girls, independants, just about
College in Flat River, Mo. everyone has a t~am they can
Saturday, September 27, we join. Every girl can participate.
come up against William Wooda So ladies, get out there and prove
yourselves!
College, in Fulton, Mo.

-
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DELICIOUS I
HWY. 63 S.
I
MEXICO
MEXICAN
FOOD

I
I

ROLLA
I
CLOSED MON.!

CITY
STYLE

DIEHL
MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of The
Student Finance Plan
In This Area)
This pian allows the studenst upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car w ith nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars <Orfd trucks to gra ~ uating
students this way . See us for all the details. Also you
can use your own insurance or ours .

FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
Th is allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it. " This is a
special discount program for students. We will be glad
to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury product."

:
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This is the semester to get your

programmable.
TheTI-57.
Its self-teaching
system gets you
programming
fast.

The TI 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-in
Solid State
Software'"
libraries.

TI Programmable 57.

The powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easyto-follow, self-teaching learning guide-over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and examples. Quickly learn the value of making repetitive calculations at the touch of a key.
I Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula_ _ __ _ _ _<_1I
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide addressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program. Also a powerful
slide rule calculator with logs, trig functions and advanced statistics routines.

into~~

I

FREE.

i

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major innovations to bring the power of programming to
you - e~en if you've never programmed before:
1. Extraordinarily powerful-at remarkable low prices.
2. Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key.
3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of
programming through advanced programmings-Ianguage you
can understand .

TI Programmable 58. Up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewritten programs in
math , engineering , statistics and financ e. Also
increases number of steps-up to 5000. Library
programs may also be addressed from the keyboard or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with TI 's new
PC-l00A printer/pIotter. It lets you plot,
print headings and prompt-messages.

TI Programmable 59.

More powerful than the TI-58. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And , record and protect custom programs. Also 10 user
flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types
of branc.hes.

$299 95 *

Optional Libraries.

Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real
Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation . $35.00' each.

'Suggested retail pri ce.

© 1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

When you buy a TI Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library.
A 535.00 value if you act now.
Foatbail Predictor. Forecast score, pOint spread. Bowling

Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers. Golf Handicapper. Update handicap from latest round 's score. Bridge. Computes
po ints from tricks made and bid. U.S. Chess Federation
Rankings. Wins, losses, draws. Codebreaker. 3,024 possible codes make this a unique challenge. Black Jack. Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a sa fe landing . Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery number - tells you if you're high
or low- but is it jiving you? Nim. Play the machine, each
time it gets better. Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub.
Quarterback. Call plays. Photo 1. Co mpensate for change
in photo enlargement magnification. Photo II: FIlI-i n-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light. Use
it with a PC-100A and have even more fun . Computer Art.
Hangman. Put in a word, second player guesses or hangs.
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages. Print and record them
on 59's mag ca rd . Use the card to replay the message.
Biorythm. Plots all three-cycles.

1.---------

Leisure Library comes
wirh : Plug-m module.
Library manual. QUick
reference gUide. Label
cards, Library waffet.

-----1

Oller good from August 15 to October 31 . 1977. Here's

I
I
II

~ehr~~Ii~~~ g~·si~I~~~tl~~~~~~~i~~nCa~~I(;~Ci~;~ i~ f~~h~O~):
along with a copy of a daled prool of purchase showing
the serial number, Important, Your envelope must be
postmarked no laterthan October 31 . 1977.
Leisure Library Oller
P.O. Box 53 , Lubbock. Texas 79408

I ~_

I
I
I
I
I

Address

City _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Stale _
TI 58 or 59 Serial Number

Zip,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
(from back of calculator) .

Texas Inslruments reserves the right to substitute sottware libraries 01 equal value based on availabIlity
Please allow 30 days lor delivery Offer VOid where prohibited by law Good In continental U S On_IY
_

L________

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
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